A4A Collaboration through Books – Joseph Vrinte’s new publication


We are happy to announce that such a stream of collaboration continues! Dr. Joseph Vrinte, an Auroville resident from The Netherlands for the past twenty years, has recently offered his book « *Reflections upon Psycho-Spiritual Obstacles on the Journey to the Divine – an Insider’s View* » for A4A fundraising. We are very grateful to Joseph for his generous support for Auroville land!!

In addition to the book sales going to support land purchase, Dr. Joseph has also gifted a few copies to the land fundraisers at LFAU. If you would like to have a copy just write to us and we will be glad to send you a copy lfau@auroville.org.in

The book is a combination of a rewarding inquiry into the processes of Integral yoga and of integral psychology. The same spirit prevails when he takes up an inquiry into Auroville’s raison d’etre and relevance. One of the most striking features of the book is its extensive quotes extracted from the vast treasure trove of Sri Aurobindo’s and the Mother’s writings. This book was recently reviewed by Carel in « *Auroville Today* 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1P6otXD4Rf3OUP-q4FN7KBAXBprNL1gWi/view?usp=sharing

Those interested in the book or the author are invited to contact him: https://www.josephvrinte.org/books/